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Results a re  presented of an experimental  determinat ion of the p res su res  at the front of the shock 
wave which develops during breakdown in water  caused by ruby laser  radiation at distances f rom 0.4 to 3 
mm from the focal spot along the direct ion normal  to the radiation axis with the aid of the liquid spatling 
method upon reflection of the shock wave f rom the free surface.  

It is known [1, 2] that when powerful monopulse l ase r  radiation is focused in a liquid,phenomena a re  
observed which are  charac te r i s t i c  of an underwater  e x p l o s i o n -  formation of shock waves and a pulsating 
cavity. Measurement  of the p re s su re  field during a microexplosion in a liquid obtained by focusing laser  
radiation is a complex procedural  task. The factors  complicating the measurement  include the brevi ty  of 
the action of the f i rs t  compress ion  pulse, the presence  of a complex ser ies  of compress ion  and rarefac t ion  
waves [2], and the large curvature  of the wave front near  the breakdown. While at distances g rea te r  than 
1 cm from the ray  focus it is possible to r ecord  the p re s su re  patterns with controllable e r r o r s  withthe aid 
of miniature p iezosensors  [3], in the zone c loses t  to the breakdown location such measurements  are  prac-  
t ical ly impossible.  In our formulat ion the initial velocity of the liquid surface  layer  was determined in the 
acoustic approximation as the sum of the mass  flow velocit ies behind the shock wave incident on the free 
sur face  and the ref lected rarefac t ion  wave [4] 

Fig. i 

2P cos a 
u-- p---V--- (1) 

Here U is the liquid veloci ty normal  to the free surface,  P the p ressu re  in 
the incident shock wave, p the liquid density, c the sound speed in the liquid, 
the angle of incidence of the shock wave on the free surface.  

Equation (1) in the initial velocity range f rom 15-20 up to 300-500 m / s e c  is 
confirmed well by the experimental  data for the case  of spher ical  chemical  ex- 
plosive charge  blas ts .  Outside this range of initial velocit ies cor rec t ions  are  
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necessa ry ,  since at higher flow velocities the elastic proper t ies  of the air  
have considerable  influence on the motion of the spall layers .  Moreover ,  in 
(1) the speed of sound c must  be replaced by the shock wave front velocity, 
which begins to differ markedly f rom c. The strength propert ies  of the 
water  [5] begin to show up markedly  at lower velocit ies.  The observed ini- 
tial water  separat ion velocity is determined by the spall phenomena proper  
and not by the piston action of the vapor -gas  cavity; this is seen convincing- 
ly in [2], where it is shown that the compress ion  energy in the shock wave, 
which t ransi t ions  into the kinetic energy of motion of the spall layers ,  is at 
least no less than the energy s tored by the pulsating cavity. 

Since the breakdown region is not spherical ly symmet r i c  but ra ther  
elongated along the radiation axis [2], measurements  by this method can be 
made only along the normal  to the radiation axis. Measurements  along and 
opposite the radiation axis a re  complicated by the difficulty in determining 
the breakdown center ,  and also by the presence  of a ser ies  of compress ion  

waves which develop during formation of the individual vapor -gas  bubbles located along the axis. Since it 
is not possible to focus the l ase r  ray  parallel  to a flat water  surface near  this surface  and, moreover ,  at 
smal l  ray depths the shock wave front has high curvature ,  in our  experiments the ray  was focused in a 
water  drop. 

Figure  i shows a schematic  of the experiment.  The ray  of a ruby laser  with emission energy about 
0.5 J and emiss ion  duration 50 nsec was focused by the lens 1 in the water  drop 2 hanging at the tip of the 
dropper  3. The explosion of the water  drop was recorded  by a SFR-IM high-speed camera  using a shadow 
setup. One of the c inegrams is shown in Fig. 2. The optical sys tem was ar ranged so that af ter  refract ion 
at the drop surfu~e the ray  was focused exactly at the axis of the dropper  at a definite distance f rom the 
lower point of the drop, and the optical axis of the ray  inside the drop was horizontal.  Analysis of the 
c inegrams made it possible to determine the initial water  spreading velocity in the direction normal  to the 
radiat ion axis, and then by use of (1) to find the p re s su re  at the shock wave front at various distances f rom 
the breakdown center .  

The resul ts  of the p r e s s u r e  measurements  a re  shown in Fig. 3. In the calculations we took cos ~ = 1; 
the s t rength proper t ies  of the water  and surface  tension were  not taken into account. It is interesting to 
note that the data obtained merge  with the resul ts  of p r e s su re  measurements  at the shock wave front made 
in [2]. However the data must  be considered pre l iminary ,  since the water  separat ion mechanism under con- 
ditions of a microexplosion near  the surface  has not yet  received adequate study. 

In conclusion the authors wish to thank E. I. Bichenkov, Yu: A. Trishin,  and V. K. Kedrinskii  for 
their  interest  in the study and discussion of the resul ts .  
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